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In recent years, particularly as a result of the growing 
trend towards home entertainment, billiards has 
begun to reacquire its original cachet. And as the 
focus of fun and relaxation for friends and family 
alike, the billiard table has once more become a 
desirable possession, taking pride of place as an item 
of furniture in private homes.  

In responding to this changing trend, Ursus Biliardi has 
brought to bear over 60 years’ expertise and experience 
in the manufacture of tournament level billiard tables.  
The result is a new line of so called “Furniture Pieces”,  
authentic reproductions which combine superior 
technical characteristics with the sublime elegance of 
original period gems. 

Our handwrought solid wood billiard tables now grace 
some of the finest homes in Europe. As they are crafted 
from exotic woods and superbly finished by master 
craftsmen, they provide a perfect foil for any decor 
scheme. Simply, they are objects of unarguable beauty 
and fascination, they can be designed to complement 
the most elegant furnishing arrangements, and they 
will transform any space as if by magic.

certain possessions, 
certain style
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CASANOVA model. Black lacquered finish. Dining version. Ursus Biliardi 8 | 9



A key contributor to the extraordinary quality of 
our billiard tables is the extraordinary wood from 
which they are constructed. We use only premium 
quality exotic woods such as Amazaquè, Etimoè and 
Serrado de Cerejera, all of which are characterised by 
stupendous colours, tones and grains. These, along 
with Walnut, Olive, Cherry and spacing too close 
Rosewood are left to dry on our premises using a 
natural open-roof seasoning process which takes over 
ten years.

The fact that our output is entirely handcrafted 
gives us complete control of the creation process. 
Further, our collaboration with master craftsmen and 
decorators enables us to produce the original gems 
which are our hallmark.  

extraordinary woods
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Carving parts. Ursus Biliardi 12 | 13



At Ursus Biliardi we still preserve the tradition of 
hand crafting which has been our hallmark for three 
generations. With the exception of highly sensitive 
calibrating machinery used to position the playing 
surface, the work of constructing each billiard table 
is all manual. And precisely because the process is 
entrusted to cabinet makers, carpenters and decorators 
who are masters of their art, we can guarantee finished 
products which are technically and aesthetically perfect.

Our billiard tables are furniture pieces, exude the 
beauty of age, reawakening the pleasure of good 
living in an atmosphere redolent with elegance and 
style. At same time very high-performance items of 
sports equipment.

billiard tables
made to measure
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It may also be useful to consider the possibility of 
a removable wooden top which transforms a billiard 
table into an elegant dining or working surface. 

We offer the conversion option with all our models 
and in such cases the top is always constructed from 
the same materials as the base and the two elements 
are decorated to match each other exactly. 

billiard tables dining
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ROYALE model. Scratched finish natural. Dining version. Ursus Biliardi 18 | 19



QUERO model. Decorated patina finish Black and White. Dining version. Ursus Biliardi 20 | 21



classic collection

Our tables have been inspired by the classic models 
found in the aristocratic European country houses and 
castles of the 18th century, the time when billiards 
was the favourite sport of the moneyed élite. They are 
ideally designed for Houses of Distinction and have 
become the choice of top interior designers across the 
world looking for products that are both aesthetically 
pleasing and built from the finest materials.
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.  

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed from the finest and most sought after woods, almost entirely solid.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be : decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching top which converts 
the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

Centenario
A faithful reproduction of an early 19th century model, the Centenario offers the state-of-

the-art engineering usually associate with tournament models. This table may be ordered in 

rare and precious woods as Walnut and Cherry, or with a decorated patina finish to be chosen 

among our offer with fabulous results.
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.  

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. With technical characteristics which match those of all the billiard tables in the 
Ursus range, this model is finished in superb wood of the finest quality. The decorative 
motifs adorning the outside edges are handcrafted by master cabinet makers.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching top which converts 
the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

Anni ’40 fiore
Anni ’40 is wood veneered and thus differs from the others in our range, supremely versatile, 

it lends itself as well to intricate carving as to a total lack of ornamentation. We offer two 

styles of leg and decorative mascarons can be adapted to a client’s taste. All of this adds up to 

unmatched potential for the ultimate in customisation.
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Anni ’40 giglio
Anni ’40 is wood veneered and thus differs from the others in our range, supremely versatile, 

it lends itself as well to intricate carving as to a total lack of ornamentation. We offer two 

styles of leg and decorative mascarons can be adapted to a client’s taste. All of this adds up to 

unmatched potential for the ultimate in customisation.

Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.  

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. With technical characteristics which match those of all the billiard tables in the 
Ursus range, this model is finished in superb wood of the finest quality. The decorative 
motifs adorning the outside edges are handcrafted by master cabinet makers.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of colours, 
hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum durability 
over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching top which converts 
the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed from the finest and most sought after woods, almost entirely solid. 
The exterior edges of this model are formed so as to lend themselves particularly well to 
the application of ornamental detail such as cornices in various styles.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of colours, 
hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum durability 
over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching top which converts 
the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

Inspired by early 20th century models, the Giubileo features superb rounded legs which 

make it completely at home in any décor scheme. Whilst it looks absolutely superb in Italian 

Walnut, this table does justice to all wood varieties and all patinas simply because it has an 

inherent elegance and style which will complement any environment.

Giubileo
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed from the finest and most sought after woods, almost entirely 
solid. For this model we use Rosewood and Maple both for the base and for the special 
ornamentation. Because there is such a high degree of handcrafting required, no two 
models of this table are ever alike.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of colours, 
hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum durability over 
time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching top which converts 
the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

A highly covetable and very exclusive piece, the Imperiale boasts ornate handcrafted inlays 

in Rosewood and Maple, executed by specialist cabinet makers. This billiard table is truly 

unique and will lend refinement and grandeur to any environment.

Imperiale
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game. 

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed from the finest and most sought after woods, almost entirely solid.  
For the Ottocento we recommend Italian Walnut but a client could quite easily select 
another wood with similar characteristics. 

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching top which converts 
the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

The table is a faithful reproduction of a mid 19th century French “carambola” but has 

superior technical specifications. With its sparse, simple lines, it provides a perfect foil for 

any décor scheme.

Ottocento
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.  

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed from the finest and most sought after woods, almost entirely solid. 
This model offers unlimited scope for the addition of elaborate ornamentation on the 
sides and legs as dictated by a client’s personal taste.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching top which converts 
the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

This extraordinarily beautiful specimen is the most versatile billiard table in the Ursus 

collection. Embellished with ornate carvings, inlays, grooves and cornices, or left clean and 

uncluttered, the Novecento remains a spectacular piece of furniture.

Novecento
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of the 
game. It is the preferred model for “Russian Pyramid”.

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed from solid Italian Walnut. What sets this model apart is the 
graduated linear molding work on the table legs and sides; this creates the ideal context 
for decorative paint finishes and other techniques.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching top which converts 
the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

This model is produced in solid Italian Walnut and has classically elegant lines. With its 

tapered contours, the Royale lends itself particularly well to the spectacular results which 

paint techniques can produce. The featured example has been antiqued in sage green and 

gold, and the mascarons are embellished with Swarovsky crystals.

Royale
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.  

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed from the finest and most sought after woods, almost entirely solid. 
The onion shaped legs feature carvings whilst the sides are bordered with cornice work 
which gives form and movement to the piece.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching solid wood top in 
three sections which converts the billiard table into an elegant dining or works surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

Like all the offerings from the Ursus stable, the Casanova blends its aesthetic function with 

superior technical characteristics. This model has been inspired by the stylistic mores of 18th 

century Europe and is constructed entirely of National Walnut. To emphasise its sleek lines 

it is finished with a rich patina of gloss varnish in contrasting tones.   

Casanova
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With simple lines and handmade decorative details, this model is perfectly transitional. 

Manufactured in solid wood as well as each piece of our collection, Quero can be finished in 

any desired option of colours. In the natural wood varnished version, it is quite at home in 

any space.

Quero
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.  

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed from the finest and most sought after woods, almost entirely solid. 
The design of legs is very particular and is suited to decorated finishes that emphasize details.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen and joiners, and of 
professional interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in specially adapted workshops. Whether the 
desired result is glossy or matt, particular care is taken to preserve the natural colour and 
grain of the wood. Where certain woods require it, wax is applied.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching solid wood top in 
three sections which converts the billiard table into an elegant dining or works surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.



design collection

Because our output is entirely handcrafted, we can  
tailor make a billiard table to fit perfectly into any 
interior design scheme – classical, contemporary, 
whatever, in any colours or finishes a client may want.  
It goes without saying that our tables are constructed 
to the highest possible standards as regards 
performance but because our point of strength is  
really the decorative aspect, more than anything 
our tables are showpieces, truly magnificent items 
of furniture which reflect the unique style of  
their owners.
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of the 
game. For games other then American Pool, mascarons can be included on request.

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed with solid Nut wood. Stripes that cover the three basis and part of 
the table are made with a pantograph to obtain a vertical inlay on the solid wood.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game. 

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in adapted workshops. The black finish has been 
treated in the final phase with a special anti-scratch paint that guarantees a long lasting 
brightness and integrity.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, the risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching solid wood top 
which converts the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface. Binario’s top will 
be shiny black.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

Binario is a table of Art Decò inspiration. It connects the austerity and severity of design to 

the peculiarity of a vertical inlay on stripes of solid Nut, later antiqued by hand with leaf 

of silver. An elegant and impressive model, particularly suited for those who pay extreme 

attention to details.

Binario
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.  

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed in open and closed grain solid oak. Its superb geometric legs are 
in lustrous stainless steel. To emphasise the wood’s special characteristics the panels are 
treated in alternating glossy and matt finishes, the latter drawing particular attention to 
the open grain.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game. 

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in adapted workshops. Whether the desired 
result in glossy or matt, (and in this model both are used) particular care is taken to 
preserve the natural colour and grain of the wood.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of colours, 
hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching solid wood top in 
three sections and also finished in contrasting shiny and matt panels, which converts the 
billiard table into an elegant dining or works surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

Clean lines, industrial materials and no-colour colours make Quadrante a very exciting 

addition to our range of contemporary billiard tables. Created in solid wood and gleaming 

stainless steel, this model is typically constructed in alternating panels of open and closed 

grain solid oak.  

Quadrante
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of 
the game.  

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent, long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Constructed from solid, open grain Rovere which is then polished to emphasise 
its exceptionally distinctive features. The linearity of the framework increases the sense of 
purity conveyed by this piece.

Finishes. All finishes are the handiwork of master craftsmen, joiners and of professional 
interior decorators.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 
intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Sealing. Varnishes and stains are applied in adapted workshops. Whether the result is 
glossy or matt, special care is taken to keep the natural colour and grain of the wood. In 
the case of the characteristics of Rovere, this becomes very important.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, this risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching top which converts 
the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

Teorema is a recent addition to our range and brings a fresh, contemporary flavour to the 

Ursus suite of offerings. With its uncluttered look and spare, clean lines, Teorema is starkly 

beautiful in solid Rovere, polished to a high shine. Clients are of course free to select the 

wood of their choice, and the final colour.

Teorema
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Dimensions of playing surface. Can be produced in any size and for any version of the 
game. For games other then American Pool, mascarons can be included on request.

Internal frame. To guarantee absolute stability and consistent long-term playability, the 
triple strength supporting frame is constructed from weathered timber which has been 
seasoned over decades.

Exterior. Manufactured with solid Nut, the billiard table is then covered with Velvet. The 
choice of colour can be any. Leg’s profiles are set off with stud of satin steel. In case studs 
are not suitable, velvet buttons are applied.

Finishes. Application of velvet is committed to expert upholsterers that do not glue velvet 
on wood, but cover every single piece of the raw billiard table. This allows to easily change 
the colour of velvet or definitely change the aspect of the billiard table deciding to varnish 
it or making a different finish.

Finish options. Each model belonging to our collection can have a particular finish. 
Standard finish is natural wood varnished. Options can be: decorated patina, scratched 
(Natural or coloured), Moka (wax finish), lacquered (in any colour), upholstered in 
Velvet or in Leather. The complete handiwork of the manufacturing process allows us to 

intervene in each phase of the construction, modifying at pleasure each detail that is no 
involved in dynamics of the game.

Playing surface. Constructed from three layers of slate, each 5 cm in width, and 
meticulously positioned directly onto the supporting frame using calibrating machinery 
which is accurate to the thousandth of a centimetre.

Cloth. We use top quality GORINA and IWAN SIMONIS fabric in a choice of 
colours, hand molding it to the slate and sides to ensure perfect fit and maximum 
durability over time.

Heating. Whilst all playing surfaces may be fitted with heating elements, this is necessary 
only where a billiard table will be exposed to moisture which might compromise the flow 
of the game. In a room which is heated normally, the risk falls away.

Removable wooden top. For this model we can provide a matching solid wood top 
which converts the billiard table into an elegant dining or work surface. Barone’s top will 
have the same design of it, and will be covered with Velvet.

Accessories kit. For the list of accessories, go to Equipment and Accesories section.

Very simple and clean profile. Legs intentionally exaggerated compared to the proportion of the 

table itself. We decided to cover the external parts with Black Velvet, marrying a decorative trend 

that is very in fashion in United Kingdom. Legs profiles are emphasized with studs of satin steel. 

Despite our choice was for Black Velvet, Barone can be covered with any desired colour.

Barone
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handmade 
special finishes

This final phase of the production process to 
consummate decorating professionals, who create 
works of art which are objects of fascination even to 
those who have no interest whatsoever in the game 
of billiards.

Our billiard tables as furniture pieces contains sublime 
examples of antique reproductions which have been 
through the decorating process. 
 
The end product is always in striking contrast to 
the run-of-the-mill billiard table, with a look richly 
suggestive of bygone eras.

The concept of decoration opens up endless possibilities 
for the custom design of billiard tables which meet 
the most exacting client demands as regards colours, 
finishes and coordination with existing schemes.  

When an interior has been designed and crafted with 
loving attention to the minutest detail of colour, tone 
and texture, accommodating a billiard table can be 
an enormous challenge, notwithstanding a home 
owner’s commitment to doing so! Our response to 
this challenge has been to create tables which are 
decorated in such a way that they loose their drabness 
and acquire extra versatility.
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Decorated patina finish. Beige and Gold. Ursus Biliardi 56 | 57



giubileo
decorated patina finish. yellow and black, black cloth.



black and antique gold

antique yellow and black

aged wood, black and silver

antique gold and yellow

white and gold

white and black

aged wood and gold

antique black
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Decorated patina finish. Black, Silver and Gold. Ursus Biliardi 62 | 63



ROYALE model. Decorated patina finish. Black, Silver and Gold. Ursus Biliardi 64 | 65
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aged wood and silver

bole antique black

bordeaux and gold

aged wood and bordeaux

blue and antique gold 

moka finish

aged white

dark blue and antique gold



NOVECENTO
Decorated patina finish. Black, Silver and Gold, Beige cloth.
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CENTENARIO
Moka finish. Brown cloth.



scratched finish

We wanted to reproduce on wood the same effects of 
wear of time and elements, as if it was spoiled. It is a 
very particular finish in look and touch, obtained 
by scratching solid wood before final varnishing.   
Scratching solid wood by hand is a very demanding 
work, but the result is more than natural. Once 
all external parts of the billiard table are treated, 
they are subjected to many stages of varnishing and 
paint stripping.

The final phase is made with a particular paint named 
“skin of peach” that gives softness to the wood. This 
finish can be chosen in any colour.
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ROYALE model, scratched finish natural. Dining version. Ursus Biliardi 76 | 77



i mascheroni

Glamorous decorative details, “I Mascheroni” are brass 
fusions polished by hand. Their function is to collect 
balls once in pockets. Available shapes are many and 
thanks to the particular finishes made precious by our 
artisans, they embellish each model with a touch of 
exclusivity. Linear or Baroque style, Classic or Glittered, 
Antiqued or studded with Swarovski crystals they give 
a unique and unmistakable style to each billiard table.
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IL DRAGO
Brass fusion chased and polished 

by hand for Anni ’40 model

L’ARIETE 
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for Novecento model

IL LEONE
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for Imperiale model

L’EDERA
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for Anni ‘40 model

Il MESSERE
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for all models

LA DAMA
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for all models

IL FIORE
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for all models
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L’ITALIA
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for Giubileo model

L’ITALIA
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for Centenario model

I ROSONI
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for all models

GLI ORNAMENTI
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for all models

I FREGI
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for all models
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IL QUADRO
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for all models

IL TRAPEZIO
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for all models

L’OGIVA
Brass fusion chased and polished by hand 

for all models



clothes

We create billiard tables in wonderful woods; we 
provide them with matching tops which transform 
them into dining or meeting tables; we decorate them 
and substitute the standard green of their cloths with 
a variety of hues; in short we bestow upon them the 
aesthetic characteristics of any fine piece of furniture.  
But with one difference: a billiard table can furnish an 
entire room on its own, lending an air of luxury and 
elegance which no other piece of furniture can convey.
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equipment 
and accessories

Each table comes provided with a full kit of accessories which is included in the price. The kits vary 
with each model in natural wood and in case of the decorated tables certain accessories are decorated 
with matching finishes.

6 Wooden or fiber cues
1 Extension cue
1 Wall or circular cue rack
1 Wall Scoreboard
1 Set of balls
1 Triangle
5 Set of pins
1 Box of chalks
1 Large compass
1 Small compass
1 Brush

Wall Scoreboard. Included in the kit. This will have the same design and the same finish of the billiard table.

Triangle. Included in the kit of billiard tables for American Pool and Russian Pyramid speciality of 
game, same finish of the billiard table.

Cue Rack. Included in the kit. It is possible to choose between a circular or a hanging one with the same 
finish of the billiard table. In case of a wall cue rack, the frame will have the same design and finish of the 
billiard table. The back will be upholstered with the same cloth chosen for the playing surface.

American Pool tables. A set of Aramith balls for this game is included in the kit.

Russian Pyramid tables. A set of Aramith balls for this game is included in the kit.

International game without pockets. A set of Aramith balls for this game is included in the kit.

“All’Italiana” billiard tables. All required set of balls for the Italian speciality of game are included in 
the kit. Aramith balls.
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CIRCULAR CUE RACK
Finished in antique Black and Gold



BARONE model. Wall cue rack upholstered in Velvet. Ursus Biliardi 96 | 97



TRIANGLE
Decorated Gold and Antique Black

WALL CUE RACK
Finished in antique Black and Yellow on a Black face
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COMBINED CUE RACK AND SCOREBOARD
Natural wood (this piece of furniture is not included in the price)



WALL SCOREBOARD
Decorated patina finish Black and Gold
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BARONE model. Ursus Biliardi 104 | 105



AMERICAN POOL
set of balls

ALL’ITALIANA
set of balls

INTERNATIONAL GAME
set of balls

TABLE BOWLS
set of balls
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RUSSIAN PYRAMID 
set of balls



tabletop and room area
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All models belonging to our collection can be produced 
in any size and for any version of the game. We follow the 
rules of International Billiard’s Federation to manufacture 
our tables in different specialities of game. When talking 
about billiard tables, dimensions are always referred to 
their playing surface.

Billiards and table bowls:
Tabletop measurement         Room area required
 cm 260 x 130                          cm 540 x 410 
 cm 270 x 135                          cm 550 x 415 
 cm 280 x 140                          cm 560 x 420

International model without pockets:
Tabletop measurement      Room area required
 cm 284 x 142  cm 564 x 422

American Pool:
Tabletop measurement       Room area required
 cm 224 x 112 cm 504 x 392
 cm 254 x 127 cm 534 x 407
 cm 284 x 142 cm 564 x 422

Russian Pyramid:
Tabletop measurement   Room area required
 cm 284 x 142 cm 564 x 422 
 cm 314 x 157 cm 594 x 437
 cm 346 x 173 cm 626 x 453
 cm 360 x 180 cm 640 x 460

Smaller size tables:
Tabletop measurement  Room area required
 cm 250 x 125  cm 530 x 405
 cm 240 x 120 cm 520 x 400
 cm 230 x 115 cm 510 x 395

Snooker:
in all standard dimensions



chairs

We also produce chairs and armchairs finished with 
same colours and decoration of the billiard table, 
upholstered in finest luxury silk or velvet.
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LA POLTRONCINA
Decorated patina finish Black and White. Upholstered with a silk velvet in Mud colour



LA POLTRONCINA
Decorated patina finish Silver colour. Upholstered in Black silk with Gold and Silver arabesques
 

LA POLTRONCINA
Black lacquered finish. Purple velvet

LA REGISTA
Produced in walnut upholstered in leather
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LA SEDIA
Finished in Black and Gold. 

Upholstered in Black silk with Gold embroidered bees
 

LA POLTRONCINA
Scratched finish. Upholstered with a rich velvet

of silk in Beige and Mastic colour

LA POLTRONCINA
Finished in Black and Yellow. 

Upholstered with Purple and Gold silk



the manufacturing 
process

A billiard table comes into being long before it is actually 
put together. Everything starts when the wood from 
which it will be fashioned first begins the maturation 
process. Once the wood has been adequately seasoned, 
preparations are made to construct the internal 
supporting frame and the legs of the table.

Notwithstanding the recent discovery of slate deposits 
in South America and the availability of this material 
at prices lower than our own, we have chosen to 
continue using Italian slate. For all our models we use 
50mm layers.
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Fixing elements.
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Creating cushions. Placing Mascheroni. Ursus Biliardi 124 | 125



Aging frames. Fixing cushions and slate. Ursus Biliardi 126 | 127
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Alvaro Menichini founded Ursus Biliardi in 1955.
He started to produce billiard tables in a small workshop 
near the railway station of Pontedera. The 1966 Flood of the 
river Arno damaged and destroyed the workroom.   
Soon after he chose a different location to continue his work: 
a hilly district in the countryside near Ponsacco.  
Billiard tables were manufactured by hand by professional 
carpenters, using precious woods and particular   
techniques. Alvaro was a very demanding leader, but also  
a unique friend for everybody. Nobody forgot him and  
his warnings.

Although progress gives us many instruments to replace the 
handwork, we still manufacture our billiard tables by hand, 
in the way he indicated us.
And in the same place. 
Alvaro was our grandfather.

Lucia and Giancarla 

In loving memory




